Self Lined Tube Skirt

Title: Self Lined Tube Skirt
Design: Katy Inch
Pattern : Katy Inch

Introduction: Do you have some jersey/knit fabric in your stash that you‘re not sure what to do with?
This skirt is perfect for stash busting and can be done using your overlocker only! The pattern has 14
sizes and allows for 4 different types of stretch fabric. Use the stretch ruler to decide what stretch
capacity your fabric has, then choose your size using the measurement chart. A great project for
beginners, with the end result being a simple, stylish, and comfortable skirt. Start digging through that
stash.... Stretch ruler, Measurement chart & Skirt pattern can be found clicking this link
YOU WILL NEED:
>> Skirt pattern: 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
>> Rotary Cutter/Scissors
>> Jersey/Knit fabric
>> 2“ Wide Elastic (if using)
>> AND YOUR FABULOUS BABY LOCK MACHINE!

Print the stretch ruler PDF.
Cut a 4“ square on the grain.
Fold test square in half.

Hold the fabric firmly on the left, stretch the fabric to the
right as far as it will go.
The example shows that the fabric used is a minimal
stretch fabric.

Place front and back pieces right sides
together.

For more creative ideas visit:
www.babylockuk/campus

Pin at side seams, from waist to
waist.

Using a 4 thread overlock, sew from
waist to waist, on both side seams.

Fold the skirt in half.

Pull one side of the outside of the skirt, this should
pull the right side of the fabric to the outside.

Match the waist lines.

Fold the wrong sides of the
waistband in half, matching the
short lengths. Overlock together.

Fold in half, press if necessary.

Divide the waistband and the skirt
waist into 1/4 measurements.

Match the 1/4 marks from the waistband to the skirt.

Overlock the waistband to the skirt, making sure to stretch the
waistband between 1/4 measurements, this will allow an evenly
applied band.

If adding elastic to the waistband, stop and leave a 2“ gap , this
will allow you to feed the elastic in to the band before enclosing
completely in the band.

Using a large safety pin, pin the end of the elastic, and feed
through the waistband channel.

Once through, make sure the elastic is sitting flat and
overlapping by 1/2—1“ . Sew together, either using your
sewing machine, or a hand stitch.

Finish overlocking the waistband to the skirt.

Press the seam towards the skirt.

So simple, so quick, and so ready to wear!
Your no fuss, no frills skirt is now ready to slip on.

Final Word

……….Design and Pattern by Katy Inch
for Baby Lock UK.

